
Mueller Neighborhood Asssociation Steering Committee Candidates

Edwin Dorn,  4216 Scales  
I love the neighborhood and want to contribute to its growth as a community of people who care as much about the 
common spaces as they do about their own homes.
Having lived in a lot of different places, I have a sense of what it takes to make a place special. I also have experience 
in helping small groups of neighbors reach consensus on community issues and pursue their public policy goals.

Brittany Estes-Garcia,  4010 Briones  
I’m really interested in being on the Steering Committee for many reasons. I really care about the neighborhood and 
want to help to continue to build community here, keep it engaged, and also improve it. I’m planning on raising a family 
in this neighborhood and that motivates me as well. Finally, as a member of the LGBT community I think I bring an 
important perspective to the table.
I’ve done a lot of board and committee work. I’ve served on many leadership committees for school, work, and 
volunteering. For example, right now I’m on the board of a local design organization — my career is in UX Design. I’m 
really passionate, hardworking, ambitious, and know how to get things done. I know I can do a lot of good work for 
Mueller and I’m really excited to get involved.

Ted Herr,  1908 Tom Miller
Mueller is a great place to live. I'm grateful for the people who had a vision and are working to ensure this 
neighborhood remains a great place to live. Whether it's "paying back" or "paying forward," we need people to step 
forward to help keep things going well.
I'm qualified because I have a been involved in community since my teenage years. I as a volunteer swim instructor for 
a group that worked with disabled kids. In college I served on the Board of the University Cooperative Housing 
Association (at UCLA). As an adult I served as the president of the local youth swim club (Rocklin Wave) and on the 
Board of our church. As an educator, I finished out my career as a school district administrator. These prior positions 
have helped me learn how to work with others to the benefit of many.

Colleen Knox,  4310 Stromquist
I see some needs which, if filled, will improve the lives of the residents, their children and their pets. These changes 
would create opportunities to build connections and community.
I believe that in building connections and community, a sense of pride and caretaking will expand. All of Mueller will 
benefit. By being a part of the association, I will have the ear of the people who can make these changes or I will 
understand the limitations.
I have a passion for care of the environment and the quality of life for all residents of Mueller. With my experience of 
being a social worker and living nearly 7 decades, I've seen what appears to bring contentment and happiness. I 
believe I can use this knowledge to help others understand why some needs are important.

John R. Thomas,  2401 Aldrich, Apt. 482
I want to serve our community. I have the knowledge and background for the job. Being retired, I have plenty of time to 
devote to it. Connie and I love living in Mueller and we have no plans to move.
I served six years as finance committee chair at St Mark's United Methodist Church in Houston. I worked four years for 
BPI Systems, an Austin financial accounting software company.

Marta White,  2260 Zach Scott
I have been a resident of Mueller since 2013 and have enjoyed watching it grow. I would love to help in any way to 
make sure Mueller continues to be one of the best neighborhoods around. As a retired principal, I am also interested in 
the building of the new middle school. I have received so much from living in Mueller so I would welcome the 
opportunity to give back to the community.
I have been a resident since 2013. I have volunteered for the Egg Scrambled, Fourth of July and am a member of the 
Mueller Community Engagement Committee. I helped design and sell "Welcome to Fabulous Mueller" t-shirts for the 
Fourth of July event. Proceeds from the sales were donated back to the MNA. I have also helped with the sales of the 
current t-shirts. I created with my daughter the Mueller Marketplace and am co-administrator. I participated in the Drive 
25 Campaign. I was a member of the Mueller Jingle Bell Run team and secured donations from area businesses. As a 
principal, I worked with many different committees and organizations. I feel I am a good team player and will work hard 
to promote Mueller as a community.


